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ABSTRACT. Let k, and A be uncountable cardinals such that k < X, and set

S(k, X) = {X € PkW\ \XHk\ < \X\}. We determine the consistency strength

of the statement "(3A > k)(S(k, X) is stationary in PK(X))" using a new type

of partition cardinals. In addition, we show that the property "S{k, k+) is

stationary in Pk(k.+ )" is much stronger.

Let k and A be two cardinals such that k is regular and A > k > uj. Set

S(k, A) = {X G PK{X)\ \X n k| < \X\}. Baumgartner and Baldwin introduced this

set (see [2]) and obtained partial results concerning the question whether S(k,X)

is stationary in PK(X). In this paper we strengthen their results. We determine

the exact consistency strength of the property "(3A > k)(S(k, A) is stationary in

PK(X))V. Moreover, we show that this property becomes much stronger if we also

require that the gap between k and A is small. Recall that if k is /c+-supercompact,

then S(k,k+) is stationary in Pk(k+) (see [1]).

1. Preliminaries. For our purposes it is useful to translate the statement

"S(/c, A) is stationary" into a model-theoretic property which is just a variant of

Chang's conjecture. Of course, this is already implicitly contained in [2]. Actually,

we prove a more general result, which is part of the folklore.

Let A be a cardinal such that A > w. Let M\ denote the set of all first-order

structures 21 = (A, <,...) of countable type. For 21 € M\, set Ca = {X C X\X <

21}. The proof of the following remark is left to the reader.

REMARK 1.1. Let C be any first-order structure of countable type such that

A C C. Then, there is some 21 G Ma such that Ca = {X n X\X < C).

Now, let k be a regular cardinal such that u> < k < X. Set E(k, X) = {X G

PK{X)\Xr\KG k}.

LEMMA 1.2.   The club filter on PK(X) is generated by the set

{Can^(K,A)|ae MA}-

PROOF. Clearly, for every 21 G M>, C<a D E(k,X) is a club subset of PK{X). So,

let D be an arbitrary club subset of PK{X). We have to find some 21 G M\ such that

DDGjfl E(k, A). Set C — (HX+,G, D, k). By Remark 1.1 it suffices to show that

X n A G D for every X < C such that X n A G E(k, A). We may assume w.l.o.g.

that \X\ < k. Since X (1 k is transitive, we have Y C X for every Y G D n X.

Hence, X H X — \J{D n X). Moreover, D n X is directed, since D is unbounded.

But then X n A G D, since D is closed.    D
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Hence, we get

COROLLARY 1.3. Let n and X be cardinals such that k is regular andu> < k < X.

The following properties are then equivalent:

(1) S(k,X) is stationary in PK{X).

(2) For every 21 G Ma there is some X -< 21 such that X n ft G k and \X n fc| <

\X\  <K.

For an infinite cardinal r and an ordinal 7 let r^ denote the 7th cardinal

successor of r (hence t'°)  = r).   Using this notation we set ¿¡^(ft, A) = {X G

/>K(A)|otp(jr) = |xn/c|M}.

LEMMA 1.4. Let k and X be cardinals such that k is regular and k < X. Assume

that X is the least cardinal X > k such that S(k,X) is stationary in PK(X). Then

5i(/c, A) is stationary in PK(X).

PROOF. We shall show

Let X < {Hx, <), kGX, X H k G ft, \X\ < k.

' Then otp(X) < \X (1 k\ +.

Actually, this implies that, for some club C C PK{X), S(k,X) nCc Si(/c,A). So,

we only have to show (*). Let X be given and let A G X — k. By the minimality

of A, there is some 21 G M¿ which is a counterexample to property (2) of Corollary

1.3 (for k, X). But, since X ■< H\, we may assume that 21 G X. But then

X n Ä -< 21.  So \X fi A| = \X n k\, since 21 is a counterexample.  This shows that

otp{X) < \x n k\+.   d
There is an obvious generalization of Lemma 1.4 concerning the sets S1(k, X) for

1 < 7 < k. Moreover, giving a k > to we may define for 7 < k X^(k) ~ the least

X > k such that S~,(k, A) is stationary in PK{X)- Using the argument above it is

easy to see that if p, < 7 < k and A-r(/c) exists then AM(/t) exists and AM(/c) < X1(k).

In [1] Baldwin showed that for a supercompact k we have A-,(fc) = k^ for all

7 < ft.

2. More Erdös cardinals. In order to formulate the equiconsistency result

promised at the beginning we introduce a new type of Erdös cardinals.

DEFINITION. Let ft and A be two cardinals such that ft is weakly inaccessible and

A > ft. Then A is ft-Baldwin iff for every club set C in A and every regressive function

/: [C]<w —> A, there exists an infinite set I C C such that / is /-homogeneous and

such that |/| > sup(ft n f"[I]<UJ).

Of course, the definitioin could be given for arbitrary /c. But, for example,

if k = r+, this would be equivalent to being ft-Erdös. On the other hand, if

cof(fc) = w, it would be equivalent to being ft+-Erdös. Therefore, we restrict this

definition to weakly inaccessible ft. Clearly, in that case every ft-Erdös cardinal A

such that A > k is /c-Baldwin. But we shall note that the converse is not true. As

usual, the combinatorial definition is equivalent to a model-theoretic one.

DEFINITION. Let 21 = (Lx[A],G,Ai,...,An) be a structure and / C A. Then /

is a good set of indiscernibles for 21 iff, for all 7 G /, L^[ A} -< 21 and / — 7 is a set

of indiscernibles for (21, (£)í<-i)-
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For a structure 21 and / C 21 let Hulla {I) be the set of all elements of 21 which

are definable in 21 with parameters from I. The proof of the following lemma is

standard (cf. Lemma 17.12 in [4]), and therefore left to the reader.

LEMMA 2.1. Let k and X be two cardinals such that A > ft. Then X is k-

Baldwin iff every 21 = (Lx[A],G, A) has a good set of indiscernibles I such that

\I\ > sup(/cn Hulla(/)).

If ft and A are cardinals s.t. ft is weakly inaccessible and A < ft, we have

A is /t-Erdös—► A is «-Baldwin—► A is a-Erdös

for all a < ft. We now show that none of the arrows can be reversed.

LEMMA 2.2. Let k and X be cardinals such that A > ft and k is weakly inac-

cessible.

(a) If X is K-Baldwin, then there is some r such that k < t < X and t is a-Erdös

for all a < ft.

(b) If X is K-Erdos, then there is some r such that k < t < X and t is K-Baldwin.

PROOF, (a) Let A be ft-Baldwin and assume that the conclusion is false. Since

A is inaccessible, there is some A c A such that H\ = L\[A]. Set 21 = (LaM,

G,A, {k}). Let / t¿ 0 be a good set of indiscernibles for 21. Then k < min(J). So,-

by our assumption, for 7 G / let d^ be the least a < k such that 7 is not a-Erdös

and let 2L, be the 2l-least witness of this fact. Then d1 is the same for all 7 G I.

Set a = d-j. Moreover, / n 7 is a good set of indiscernibles for 2L, if 7 G I. Hence,

ot(I) < a. But a G Hulla(/) H ft. So 21 shows that A is not ft-Baldwin, which is a

contradiction.

(b) Define 21 as in (a) and let I C X, otp(7) = k, be a good set of indiscernibles

for 2t. Set ß = sup(ft n Hulla(/))- Then ß < k. Since /t is a limit cardinal there is

some 7 G / such that |/D7| > ß. But then it is easy to see that 7 is /c-Baldwin.    D

Actually, in (b) it is sufficient to assume that A is almost < ft-Erdös (see [6] for

a definition of this notion).

The next result somehow improves Theorem 4 of [2].

THEOREM 2.3. Let X be K-Baldwin, where k is weakly inaccessible and X > k.

Then Si(k,X) is stationary in PK{X).

PROOF. By the results of §1 it suffices to show that for every 21 G Ma there

is some X -< 21 such that X n ft G ft and otp(X) = \X n ft| + . So let 21 G MA

be given. Choose some A C A such that 21 is coded in C — (L\\A),G,A,k). Let

/ C A be a good set of indiscernibles for C such that |/| > sup(/c n Hullc(/)). Set

r = sup(ft n Hullc(/))- Hence r < k. Let / be the initial segment of / such that

otp(/) = r+. Now set Y = Hullc(ru/). Then Y < C, and standard indiscernibility

arguments show that r = ft n Y and otp(F DA) = r+. So, because 21 is coded in C,

we have, setting X = Y n A, that X^2l, X D k G k and otp(X) = \X n ft| + .    D

For the next result we have to assume acquaintance with the basic properties of

the Dodd-Jensen core model K (see [4]).

THEOREM 2.4.   If Si(k,X) is stationary in PK{X), then X is K-Baldwin in K.

PROOF. We shall show that A satisfies the condition from Lemma 2.1 in K.

First, note that ft is weakly inaccessible (see Theorem 3 in [2]).   Now let 21 =

{L\[A],G, A) G K be a structure.   We may assume w.l.o.g.   that La[^] = K\.
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Since Si (ft, A) is stationary, there is some X < Hx+, with 21 G X and some r < ft

such that X(Ik = t and otp(Xn A) = r+. Let H be transitive and a: H —> X be

an isomorphism. Set a(K) = K\, cr(2l) = 21. If K = KT+, then a shows that some

ordinal p < t+ is measurable in an inner model (see Claim 1.5 in [6]). But then

A is measurable in an inner model, hence A is Ramsey in K. So we may assume

that K ^ KT+. But then there is some mouse M such that |M| < r and M £ K.

Then M is bigger than every mouse M G 77. Since 77 \= 21 G K it follows that

21 G N, where N is the r+th mouse iterate of M. But then some final segment

C C t+ — r of the first r+ iteration points of M is a good set of indiscernibles

for 2~L Now set 7 = a"C. Then / is a good set of indiscernibles for 21. Note that

otp(7) = otp(C) = t+. Hence, by Jensen's indiscernibles Lemma (see [4 or 5])

there is some I G K such that 7 C / and / is a good set of indiscernibles for 21. We

may assume that k < min(7). But then Hulla(Pj fl ft = Hulla(7) n/ccXn/c = r.

So / is as required.    □

By Lemma 1.4 the last two theorems give the promised equiconsistency results

concerning the property "3A > k, S(k,X) is stationary in PK(A)". There is an

obvious generalization of these results concerning the sets S1(k, X) for 1 < 7 < ft.

We leave this to the interested reader (note that when cof(7) = w, an additional

argument is needed).

3. Small gaps. Let us call a set X C /'(A) stationary in P(X) if, for all 21 G Ma,

X n Ca t¿ 0, where Ma and Ca are defined as in §1. The next result uses only

arguments contained in [6 and 7]. So we only sketch the proof.

THEOREM   3.1.   Let X  > lü\  be a cardinal which is not weakly Mahlo.   Let

5 = {X c A|X <£ On, |X| > wj, otp(X) is a cardinal, cf(otp(X)) > lo} be

stationary in P(X).  Then there is an inner model with a measurable cardinal.

PROOF. Assume the conclusion is false. Then the core model K covers V. We

shall use this in order to derive a contradiction. Choose some X < Hx+ such that

XCiX G S. Let er: 77 —* X be an isomorphism, with 77 transitive, and let o(t) — A,

o(K) = K\. Since X n A G S we know that r is a cardinal, r > u)\, cf(r) > w, and

cr|r ^ id |r. So it suffices to show that K = KT, since then a induces a nontrivial

elementary embedding of K into K which contradicts our assumption. Now, by

a version of Lemma 2.7 in [6] it suffices to show that for every club C C r there

is some 7 G C which is singular in K. If r is a limit cardinal in 77, then, by the

covering lemma, there is some club B C r, B G 77, such that every 7 G B is

singular in K. Here we used that r is not Mahlo in 77. So we get K — KT because

cof(r) > w. If r is a successor cardinal in 77, then, since 77 (= r > U2, there is some

6 < t such that all ordinals 7, 6 < 7 < r, which are regular in K have the same

cofinality in 77. But in this case r is a successor cardinal in V and r > wi. So we

also get K — Kj.    D

Now, by Lemma 1.2, we get

COROLLARY 3.2. Let k > u> be regular and let X > k be a cardinal which is not

weakly Mahlo. Assume that Si(k,X) is stationary in PK(X). Then there is an inner

model with a measurable cardinal.
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By Lemma 1.4, this gives a lower bound on the consistency of uS(k,k+) is

stationary in Pk(k+)v and a negative answer to the last question of [2] (see also [7,

Theorem 11]). Using higher core models, this bound can be improved.

Finally, let us mention that Theorem 3.1 is also relevant for the questions treated

in [3].
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